Abstract. We construct the first non-trivial examples of compact non-isometric Alexandrov spaces which are isospectral with respect to the Laplacian and not isometric to Riemannian orbifolds. This construction generalizes independent earlier results by the authors based on Schüth's version of the torus method.
Introduction
Spectral geometry is the study of the connection between the geometry of a space and the spectrum of the associated Laplacian. In the case of compact Riemannian manifolds the spectrum determines geometric properties like dimension, volume and certain curvature integrals ( [3] ). Besides, various constructions have been given to find properties which are not determined by the spectrum (see [10] for an overview). Many of those results could later be generalized to compact Riemannian orbifolds (see [9] and the references therein). More generally, one can consider the Laplacian on compact Alexandrov spaces (by which we always refer to Alexandrov spaces with curvature bounded from below). The corresponding spectrum is also given by a sequence 0 = λ 0 ≤ λ 1 ≤ λ 2 ≤ . . . ր ∞ of eigenvalues with finite multiplicities ( [12] ) and we call two compact Alexandrov spaces isospectral if these sequences coincide. Although it is not known which geometric properties are determined by the spectrum in this case, one can check if constructions of isospectral manifolds (or, more generally, orbifolds) carry over to Alexandrov spaces. In this paper we observe that this is the case for the torus method from [18] , which can be used to construct isospectral Alexandrov spaces as quotients of isospectral manifolds. The same idea has already been used in [7] and [20] to construct isospectral manifolds or orbifolds out of known families of isospectral manifolds. Our main result is the following.
Theorem. For every n ≥ 4 there are continuous families of isospectral 2n-dimensional Alexandrov spaces which are pairwise non-isometric and none of which is isometric to a Riemannian orbifold. Furthermore, they can be chosen not to be products of non-trivial Alexandrov spaces.
Remark. We also give such families in every dimension 4n − 1, n ≥ 4, but could not establish sufficient criteria for the non-isometry of these more complicated examples.
Alexandrov Spaces
Although we will not actually work with the general definition of an Alexandrov space but mainly with the construction given in Proposition 2.3, we include it here for completeness. We follow the definition from [12] . Also compare [5, 6] . By a triangle ∆x 1 x 2 x 3 in a metric space we mean a collection of three points x 1 , x 2 , x 3 connected by shortest paths (sides) [
Definition 2.1. Let K ∈ R. A complete locally compact intrinsic metric space (X, d) of finite Hausdorff dimension is called an Alexandrov space of curvature ≥ K if in some neighbourhood U of each point in X the following holds: For every triangle ∆x 1 x 2 x 3 in U there is a (comparison) triangle ∆x 1x2x3 in the simply connected 2-dimensional space form (M K ,d) of constant curvature K with the following properties:
• The sides of ∆x 1x2x3 have the same lengths as the corresponding sides of ∆x 1 x 2 x 3 .
• If y ∈ [x 1 x 3 ] andȳ denotes the point on the side [x 1x3 ] withd(x 1 ,ȳ) = d(x 1 , y), then d(x 2 , y) ≥d(x 2 ,ȳ).
Now fix an Alexandrov space X of Hausdorff dimension n (which is automatically a non-negative integer). A point x in X is called regular if for ε → 0 the open balls 1 ε B ε (x) ⊂ X converge to the unit ball in the Euclidean space R n with respect to the Gromov-Hausdorff metric. The set X reg of regular points is known to be dense in X.
Unless otherwise stated, we assume that X reg is open in X. Then it is known (see [13] and the references therein):
reg has a natural n-dimensional C ∞ -manifold structure. (ii) There is a unique continuous Riemannian metric h on X reg such that the induced distance function d h coincides with the original metric d on X reg . (iii) If X carries the structure of a manifold with (smooth) Riemannian metric, the C ∞ -structure and the continuous Riemannian metric h mentioned above coincide with the given C ∞ -structure on X = X reg and the given smooth Riemannian metric.
Apart from Riemannian manifolds (or, more generally, orbifolds) with sectional curvature bounded below, another way to construct Alexandrov spaces is the following proposition, which is a special case of [5, Proposition 10.2.4] (also see [6] ): Proposition 2.3. Let K ∈ R, let (M, g) be a complete Riemannian manifold with sectional curvature ≥ K and let G be a compact Lie group acting isometrically on (M, g). Then the quotient space ay) ) is an Alexandrov space of curvature ≥ K.
Note that Proposition 2.2 directly implies that G\M in the proposition above has Hausdorff dimension dim M −dim G. Moreover, note that if the action is almost free (i.e., all stabilizers G x , x ∈ M , are finite), then the quotient (G\M, d g ) above is isometric to a Riemannian orbifold ( [15] ).
The Laplacian
The Laplacian on Alexandrov spaces was introduced in [12] : Assume that X is a compact Alexandrov space. The Sobolev space
is by definition given by all measurable real-valued functions on X whose restrictions to X reg lie in H 1 ((X reg , h), R) (with h the continuous Riemannian metric from Proposition 2.2(ii), which we also denote by , ). The scalar product in
and by [12] there is a maximal self-adjoint operator ∆ :
The last equation implies that for u, v ∈ D(∆):
Moreover, by [12] there is an orthonormal basis (φ k ) k≥0 of L 2 (X, R) and a sequence 0 ≤ λ 0 ≤ λ 1 ≤ λ 2 ≤ . . . ր ∞ such that each φ k is locally Hölder continuous, lies in D(∆) and ∆φ k = λ k φ k .
As in the manifold case, C-linear extensions of ∇ and ∆ give the complex gradient
, we obtain the following variational characterization of eigenvalues:
with k ≥ 0 and L k the set of k-dimensional subspaces of H 1 (X) (compare the manifold setting in [2] ).
We will call two compact Alexandrov spaces X 1 , X 2 isospectral if the corresponding sequences (λ k (X 1 )) k≥0 , (λ k (X 2 )) k≥0 of eigenvalues (repeated according to their multiplicities) coincide.
The Torus Method on Alexandrov Spaces
Let G be a compact connected Lie group acting isometrically and effectively on a compact connected smooth Riemannian manifold (M, g). The Riemannian metric g induces a distance function d g on M , which in turn induces a distance function on G\M . The latter will be denoted by d g , too (compare Proposition 2.3). The union M princ of principal G-orbits is open and dense in M and G\M princ is a connected manifold ( [1] ). Note that if G is abelian (as in our examples) then M princ is simply the set of points in M with trivial stabilizer. Also note that g induces a Riemannian submersion metric h on the quotient G\M princ , which coincides with the continuous Riemannian metric induced on G\M princ when considered as the regular part of the Alexandrov space (G\M, d g ) (Proposition 2.2). Now let T be a non-trivial torus (i.e., a compact abelian Lie group) acting effectively and isometrically on (M, g) such that the G-and T -actions commute and such that the induced isometric T -action on G\M is also effective. Note that M princ is T -invariant. By M denote the set of x in M princ for which [x] ∈ G\M princ has trivial T -stabilizer. Since G\ M is open and dense in G\M princ and the projection ξ : M princ → G\M princ is a submersion, M is open and dense in M princ and hence also open and dense in M .
In the theorem below and later on we will also use the following notation: Let t = T e T denote the Lie algebra of T . Setting L = ker(exp : t → T ), we observe that exp induces an isomorphism from t/L to T . Let L * := {φ ∈ t * ; φ(X) ∈ Z ∀X ∈ L} denote the dual lattice. If W is a subtorus of T and h a Riemannian metric on G\ M , we write h W to denote the Riemannian metric on W \(G\ M ) which turns the canonical projection (G\ M , h) → (W \(G\ M ), h W ) into a Riemannian submersion. Moreover, given some Riemannian metric g on a manifold, we write dvol g for the Riemannian density associated with g.
The original version of the following theorem (without G-action) was given in [18] , also compare [20] for the case of an almost free G-action: Theorem 4.1. Let G and T be compact Lie groups which both act effectively and isometrically on two compact Riemannian manifolds (M, g) and (M ′ , g ′ ) such that the G-and T -actions on each manifold commute and such that the induced Tactions on G\M and G\M ′ are effective. Assume that T is abelian and that for every subtorus W of T of codimension 1 there is a G-and T -equivariant diffeomorphism
Proof. We simply imitate the proof for the case of a trivial G in [18] Theorem 1.4: Consider the (complex) Sobolev spaces
Note that H 0 is just the space of T -invariant functions in H.
For each subtorus W of T of codimension 1 set
and denote the (Hilbert) sum over all these subtori by W . We obtain
Moreover, set 
Since grad φ and grad ψ (where grad denotes the smooth gradient, which coincides almost everywhere with ∇) are W -horizontal vector fields on G\ M , G\ M ′ , respectively, and the map 
We now fix a Riemannian manifold (M, g 0 ), a Lie group G and a non-trivial torus T as above. If Z ∈ t, we write Z
x for the fundamental vector field on M induced by Z. We also write Z * for the corresponding fundamental vector field on G\M princ . We will need the following notation based on [18, 1.5]:
Notations and Remarks 4.2. (i) A t-valued 1-form on M is called admissible if it is G-and T -invariant and horizontal with respect to both G and T . (ii) Now fix an admissible t-valued 1-form κ on M and denote by g κ the G-and T -invariant Riemannian metric on M given by
for X, Y ∈ V(M ). It has been noted in [18] that dvol gκ = dvol g0 . (iii) Since κ is admissible, it induces a t-valued 1-form λ on G\M princ , which is T -invariant and T -horizontal. Letting h 0 denote the Riemannian submersion metric on G\M princ induced by g 0 , we can write the Riemannian submersion metric on G\M princ induced by g κ in the form
The proof of the following theorem is based on [18, Theorem 1.6].
Theorem 4.3. Let (M, g 0 ) be a compact Riemannian manifold and let G, T be compact Lie groups acting isometrically on (M, g 0 ) such that the G-and T -actions commute. Moreover, assume that T is abelian and acts effectively on G\M . Let κ, κ ′ be two admissible t-valued 1-forms on M satisfying: For every µ ∈ L * there is a G-and
Proof. To apply Theorem 4.1 let W be a subtorus of T of codimension 1 and choose µ ∈ L * such that ker µ = T e W . By assumption, there is E µ ∈ Isom(M, g 0 ) satisfying (4.1). We will show that E W := E µ satisfies the conditions of Theorem 4.1. Since E µ is an isometry on (M, g 0 ), the remarks above imply E *
. As in the proof of [18, Theorem 1.6] (also compare [20] ) our choice of µ and the relation
Examples
The examples of isospectral bad orbifolds in [20] can be seen as an application of Theorem 4.3. However, in this section we use this theorem to construct isospectral Alexandrov spaces which are not isometric to Riemannian orbifolds.
We start with examples on quotients of spheres and then give another construction which we apply to quotients of Stiefel manifolds. The examples in Section 5.1 turn out be a special case of the examples in Section 5.2 (see Remark 5.9). The non-isometry will be shown in Section 6 only for the Examples from Section 5.1.
The fact that our examples are not orbifolds will for all examples follow from the following proposition ([4, Proposição 3.50], based on [14] ):
Proposition 5.1. Let S 1 act effectively and isometrically on a connected Riemannian manifold M . Then S 1 \M is isometric to a Riemannian orbifold if and only if the union of orbits of dimension 0 is empty or has codimension ≤ 2.
5.1. Quotients of spheres. Let m ≥ 3 and denote by (M, g 0 ) = (S 2m+3 , g 0 ) ⊂ (C m+2 , , ) the round sphere (with , the canonical metric). We let
where σ ∈ S 1 ⊂ C and (u, v) ∈ S 2m+3 with u ∈ C m , v ∈ C 2 . Moreover, we let the
(ii) Let conj : C m → C m denote complex conjugation and set
We call j and j (ii) For t 1 , t 2 ∈ I with t 1 = t 2 the maps j(t 1 ) and j(t 2 ) are not equivalent.
(iii) All maps j(t) are generic.
For a linear map j : t ≃ R 2 → su(m) we consider the following
and pull back to S 2m+3 . Since κ does not depend on v or V , it is T -invariant and T -horizontal. Moreover, it is also easily seen to be S 1 -invariant and S 1 -horizontal. Now let j, j ′ : R 2 → su(m) be isospectral maps and let κ, κ ′ be the induced t-valued 1-forms on S 2m+3 . We set Z := µ(
] for a similar calculation). Since E µ is also equivariant under our S 1 -action, Theorem 4.3 implies that given isospectral j, j ′ , the corresponding Alexandrov spaces (
are isospectral (as we will observe again in Section 5.2). Note that the only non-trivial stabilizer is S 1 and the set of fixed points is given by all [(0, v)] with v = 1; i.e., for every κ the singular part (S 1 \S 2m+3 , d gκ ) sing is isometric to S 3 with the round metric (since κ (0,v) = 0 by (5.1)). By Proposition 5.1, this implies that our quotients are not isometric to Riemannian orbifolds. This observation and the following lemma now show that these examples are genuinely new; i.e., they cannot be obtained using some pair of isospectral orbifolds. We phrase it for isospectral families (with κ(t) denoting the admissible form associated with j(t)) but of course the same argument also works for pairs. In the following lemma the term Alexandrov space refers to the general Definition 2.1 (without additional assumptions on the regular part).
Lemma 5.4. For every m ≥ 3 there is a family j(t), t ∈ I, as in Proposition 5.3 with the additional property that none of the Alexandrov spaces in the isospectral family (S 1 \S 2m+3 , d gκ(t) ), t ∈ I, is a product of non-trivial Alexandrov spaces.
Proof. Let j(t), t ∈ I, be a familiy of isospectral maps from Proposition 5.3. Scaling all j(t) via the same sufficiently small positive number, the metrics g κ(t) can be chosen arbitrarily close to the round metric g 0 , while the properties from Proposition 5.3 are preserved. In particular, we can choose the family j(t), t ∈ I, such that all (S 2m+3 , g κ(t) ) have positive sectional curvature. Then O'Neill's curvature formula ( [16] ) implies that the manifolds (S 1 \S 2m+3 , d g κ(t) ) reg also have positive sectional curvature.
Suppose that there is t 0 ∈ I and non-trivial Alexandrov spaces Together with the non-isometry result from Section 6, the results of this section now prove the theorem stated in the introduction.
Quotients of Stiefel manifolds.
First we prove a general method to construct isospectral metrics on Alexandrov spaces (Proposition 5.6) and then apply it to quotients of Stiefel manifolds. For manifolds this method has first been given in [19] .
Let H and G be compact, connected Lie groups with Lie algebras h and g, respectively, and let T be a torus with Lie algebra t. We also fix an inner product , t on t. The following definition generalizes the previous Definition 5.2(i):
Definition 5.5 (cf. [19, Definition 1] ). Two linear maps j, j ′ : t → h are called isospectral if for each Z ∈ t there exists an a Z ∈ H such that j ′ Z = Ad aZ (j Z ). Let (M, g 0 ) be a closed, connected Riemannian manifold, let G and H × T act isometrically on (M, g 0 ) and assume that these two actions commute. Given a linear map j : t → h, each j Z := j(Z) ∈ h (with Z ∈ t), induces a vector field j # Z on M . We define a t-valued 1-form κ on M via (5.2) κ(X), Z t = g 0 (X, j # Z ) for Z ∈ t and X ∈ T M . Now κ is G-and T -invariant, because the G-and T -actions both commute with the action of H. Moreover, assuming that κ is T -horizontal and the T -orbits meet the G-orbits perpendicularly (as will be the case in our examples), we obtain (using the corresponding idea from [19] ) an admissible 1-form κ H by fixing a basis (G 1 , . . . , G l ) of g and setting
for X ∈ T M . We will call κ H the horizontalization of κ.
Applying the ideas from [19, Proposition 3] to our situation with an additional G-action, we now obtain the following result: Proof. We check that the condition of Theorem 4.3 is fulfilled; i.e., for each µ ∈ L * there exists a T -and
With Z ∈ t defined via Z, X t = µ(X) ∀X ∈ t and a Z ∈ H given by Definition 5.5, we define E µ := (a Z , Id 2 ) ∈ H × T . Since H commutes with both G and T , the isometry E µ is G-and T -equivariant. The equation
and the fact that the vector fields G # k are E µ -invariant (which is the case, because E µ is G-equivariant).
Remark 5.7. The assumption that κ is T -horizontal and the T -orbits meet the Gorbits perpendicularly is not essential. If these conditions were not satisfied, we could use a horizontalization with respect to both the G-and the T -action and the proposition above would carry over to this more general setting. Now we will summarize some basic facts about Stiefel manifolds (of dimensions relevant to our constructions later on).
As in the previous section let m ≥ 3. We write s := m + 2 and fix r such that
we denote the complex Stiefel manifold consisting of orthonormal r-frames in C s . M is a manifold of (real) dimension 2r(s − r) and the tangent space in Q ∈ M is given by
On T Q M we use the U (s)-left-invariant and U (r)-right-invariant Riemannian metric
Note that we do not use a normal homogeneous metric induced by a bi-invariant one on U (s), because then the T -orbits would not meet the G-orbits perpendicularly.
However, for that metric one could still give a similar construction based on Remark 5.7.
Let H × T := SU (m) × (S 1 × S 1 ) ⊂ U (m + 2) act by multiplication from the left and let G := S 1 ≃ U (1) be diagonally embedded in U (m) ≃ U (m) × {I 2 } and also act via multiplication from the left on the Stiefel manifold M . Note that these two effective and isometric actions commute and T acts effectively on G\M . As in Section 5.1 write Z 1 = (i, 0), Z 2 = (0, i) for the canonical basis of t. Writing i := i for the basis of g = iR and
i.e., the Torbits meet the G-orbits perpendicularly. Fixing a linear map j : R 2 ∼ = t → h = su(m) and setting
we obtain j
We conclude that the form κ given by (5.2) is indeed T -horizontal and we can consider the associated horizontalisation given by κ H (X) = i
If we now replace j by an entire isospectral family, Proposition 5.6 (together with Proposition 5.3) implies:
Proposition 5.8. For every m ≥ 3 and 1 ≤ r ≤ m + 2 there is a continuous family of isospectral maps j(t) : R 2 ∼ = t → h = su(m) and each such family defines a continuous family of pairwise isospectral Alexandrov spaces (S 1 \M, d κH(t) ).
Remark 5.9. Observe that the case r = 1 gives the examples from Section 5.1: In this case we have
) with g 0 = , the round metric. Choosing , t as the standard metric on t ≃ R 2 , (5.2) gives κ
, the horizontalization gives precisely the form which we had called κ in (5.1).
For r ≥ 3 the action of G = S 1 on M is free and G\M is a smooth manifold. For r = 2 the only non-trivial stabilizer is G = S 1 and the corresponding fixed points
. Note that since these are also fixed by H, every form κ given by (5.2) vanishes on these fixed points and hence the singular part (G\M, d κH ) sing is isometric to U (2) with the bi-invariant metric. For r = 1 the set of fixed points (which again all have full stabilizer G) is a round 3-sphere by the results in Subsection 5.1. From Proposition 5.1 we conclude that G\M is an orbifold if and only if r ≥ 3.
Since we already know from Lemma 5.4 that the examples for the case r = 1 can be chosen not to be non-trivial products of Alexandrov spaces, we are left to analyze the case r = 2. The term Alexandrov space now again refers to the general case (Definition 2.1).
Lemma 5.10. For r = 2 the Alexandrov spaces from Proposition 5.8 cannot be written as non-trivial products of Alexandrov spaces.
Proof. Suppose that there is t 0 ∈ I such that (S 1 \V 2 (C m+2 ), d κH(t0) ) = A 1 × A 2 with A 1 and A 2 non-trivial Alexandrov spaces. Arguing as in the second and third paragraph of the proof of Lemma 5.4, we can without loss of generality assume that A 1 is a manifold and obtain A 1 = U (2). (Note that the argument from the end of the third paragraph is also applicable here, since U (2) = (S 1 \V 2 (C m+2 )) sing endowed with the bi-invariant metric cannot be written as a non-trivial product of Riemannian manifolds: Though it does not have strictly positive sectional curvature, the sectional curvatures of U (2) permit only the decomposition U (2) = S 1 ×N , with S 1 embedded diagonally in U (2). But then −Id ∈ U (2) can be reached by a geodesic in S 1 and also by a geodesic in N , both starting at Id ∈ U (2)-a contradiction.) Recall that, with EG → BG denoting the classifying space of G, the equivariant cohomology groups are defined for an arbitrary G-space X as H * G (X) := H * (X × G EG) and that we have a fibration X × G EG → BG with fiber X. In our case this is the fibration V 2 (C m+2 ) × S 1 S ∞ → CP ∞ with fiber V 2 (C m+2 ) = M and so, using the long exact sequence for homotopy groups, we get that the space V 2 (C m+2 ) × S 1 S ∞ is simply connected, since the fiber and the base are. That means
On the other hand (see, e.g., [11, Example C.8 in the appendix]) there is an isomorphism
we get by the Künneth formula the non-triviality of
Propositions 5.8 and 5.1 and Lemma 5.10 now show that the examples in this section are isospectral families as announced in the remark in our introduction.
Non-isometry
In this section we will show that the examples from Section 5.1 are pairwise non-isometric if the maps j and j ′ are chosen to be non-equivalent and one of them generic (cf. Definition 5.2).
6.1. General theory. To give a nonisometry criterion for our examples we first recall the notations and remarks from [18, 2.1] , applied to our special case of the connected T -invariant manifold G\M princ from Section 4:
Notations and Remarks 6.1.
In this case we denote by Ψ F := c F * the automorphism of t = T e T induced by the isomorphism c F on T . Obviously, each T -preserving diffeomorphism F of G\M princ maps T -orbits to T -orbits; in particular, F preserves G\ M . Moreover, it is straightforward to show
(ii) Denote by Aut T h0 (G\M princ ) the group of all T -preserving diffeomorphisms of G\M princ which, in addition, preserve the h 0 -norm of vectors tangent to the T -orbits in G\ M and induce an isometry of the Riemannian manifold (T \(G\ M), h T 0 ). We denote the corresponding group of induced isometries by Aut ; Z ∈ t} in T [x] (G\ M ). The connection form on G\ M associated with h λ is then easily seen to be given by ω λ := ω 0 + λ. (v) Let Ω λ denote the curvature form on the manifold T \(G\ M) associated with the connection form ω λ on G\ M . Since G is abelian, we have π
Using these notations, we now have the following criterion for non-isometry:
Proposition 6.2. Let κ, κ ′ be t-valued admissible 1-forms on M , denote the induced 1-forms on G\M princ by λ, λ ′ and assume that Ω λ , Ω λ ′ have the following two properties:
Proof. Since the isometry group of a compact Alexandrov space is a compact Lie group (see [8] and the references therein) and the regular part G\M princ of G\M is open, the arguments given in [20, Section 3.2] (based on [18] ) carry over almost literally from orbifolds to our Alexandrov spaces.
6.2. The non-isometry of quotients of spheres. We now apply the criteria from Section 6.1 to our examples from Section 5.1 with the arguments actually being similar to the non-isometry proof in [20, Section 4.3] . Recall that we consider the sphere M = S 2m+3 ⊂ C m+2 with the round metric , and that G = S 1 acts on the first m components whereas T = S 1 × S 1 acts on the last two. As in the examples from [20] we have
Moreover, for a ∈ (0, 1/ √ 2) we consider the subset
For the following proposition recall from Definition 5.2(ii) that (with Z 1 = (i, 0),
Then (with D defined in Notation 6.1(iii)) we have:
denote the embedding
, Z * [20, Lemma 4.12] shows that for a ∈ (0, 1/ √ 2) the quotient S 1 \S a ⊂ S 1 \ S 2m+3 is F -invariant (and obviously T -invariant). Observe that for x ∈ S a the pull-back of , via R Proof. Given a t-valued differential form, we will use the superscripts j = 1, 2 to denote its components with respect to the ordered basis {Z 1 , Z 2 } of t. Recalling that ξ : S 2m+3 → S 1 \ S 2m+3 denotes the projection, we easily verify (ξ * ω [20] , we first note that T \L is isometric to (CP m−1 , (1 − 2a 2 )g FS ) (with g FS denoting the Fubini-Study metric). Using Ω L 0 = 0, the assumption that Ω λ , Ω λ ′ do not satisfy (N) then implies (via 6.1(vi) and an argument analogous to [20] ) that there is Ψ ∈ D ⊂ E and A ∈ SU (m)∪SU (m)•conj such that dκ
The same calculation as in [20] finally shows j Ψ(Z) = A −1 j ′ Z A for all Z ∈ t; i.e., j and j ′ are equivalent. The argument for (ii) is the same as in [20, Proposition 4.14] .
